Feature selection is an important technique for dimension reduction in machine learning and pattern recognition communities. Feature evaluation functions play essential roles in constructing feature selection algorithms. This paper introduces a new notion of knowledge granularity, called conditional knowledge granularity, reflecting relationship between conditional attributes and decision attribute. An evaluation function to measure significance of conditional attributes is proposed and equivalent characterization of attribute reduction is established based on the conditional knowledge granularity. An optimal algorithm for feature selection is developed on the basis of the proposed evaluation function. Furthermore, a novel approach to performing feature selection in an inconsistent decision system is put forward through establishing a rough communication between the inconsistent decision system and a consistent decision system. Simulated experiments verifies feasibility and efficiency of the proposed technique.
Introduction
As a very popular mathematical tool to deal with incomplete, inexact and vague knowledge, rough set theory 29 was originated in 1982 and has attracted much attention from theory and application domains. Various extensions of rough sets, such as variable precision rough sets 54 , rough fuzzy set 3 , fuzzy rough sets 5, 25, 52 , etc., have been developed niques of data analysis and processing in machine learning 26 , pattern recognition 11, 41 , and artificial intelligence 19 . Since redundant information usually covers a number of attributes or features in real world applications, which may confuse learning algorithms, cause distinguish slowdown in learning process and increase risk of learned classifiers to over-fit training data 50 , removing superfluous or irrelevant features is necessary in classification modeling. The aim of attribute reduction focuses on solution to such a problem and obtains a compact data set preserving the same discrimination capability as the original one.
In rough set theory, there are two basic approaches to finding attribute reducts of an information system. One is based on discernibility matrices 39 . All reducts of attribute set can be obtained by means of this method. However, it was proved that finding all reducts or finding an optimal reduct (a reduct with the smallest number of attributes) is an NP-complete problem 1, 46 . Another method is to achieve an approximate reduct where the selected attributes have higher significance degrees than the others by an appropriate optimal algorithm. This method is dynamic and is referred to as feature selection technique 38 .
A key issue on feature selection lies in establishing an efficient criterion, called an evaluation function, to assess quality of attributes. The evaluation function based on dependency is the most widely used one 30 . It measures the proportion of the number of samples in positive regions of classification in the whole universe and the corresponding feature selection strategy has been successfully applied in many domains, such as fuzzy rough sets based feature selection 4, 13, 17, 38 , neighborhood rough sets based feature selection 14 and tolerance rough sets based feature selection 28 . However, this evaluation function is not always effective in finding a reduct of information system, see Example 1 for detailed illustration. It is, therefore, necessary to develop other evaluation functions to measure significance of attributes. Mutual information based evaluation function is such a classical uncertainty measure applied to feature selection.
Mutual information reflects relevance between conditional attributes and decision one. The induced evaluation function has been extensively applied to fuzzy rough sets based feature selection 37, 48 , variable precision rough sets based feature selection 8 , dominance rough sets based feature selection 16 , rough sets and Bayesian networks based feature selection 40 , dynamic mutual information based feature selection 23 , and normalized mutual information based feature selection 7 . However, mutual information of knowledge relies strongly on prior probability of knowledge that is unknown in information systems. In practice, the prior probability has to be replaced by posterior probability. Errors will be inevitably caused in feature selection and the classification performance will decrease in machine learning.
The concept of information granularity, initialed by L.A. Zadeh 51 , regards discontinuous information as a mass of information granularity. It reflects the degree of legibility of information. The notion of granularity of knowledge or knowledge granularity, derived from information granularity, can describe classification performance of knowledge and has been extensively applied to feature selection in information tables and evaluation of decision performance 20, 21, 33, 34, 35 . However, it cannot be used directly to perform attribute reduction or feature selection in decision systems.
In order to extend the concept of knowledge granularity from information tables to decision information systems, a new notion of knowledge granularity, called conditional knowledge granularity, is introduced to characterize relationship between two attribute subsets. An evaluation function is developed based on the new notion to assess significance of features in consistent decision systems to perform attribute reduction and feature selection. Equivalent characterizations for attribute reduction are established in information systems as well as in inconsistent decision systems. An optimal algorithm of feature selection is designed according to the proposed evaluation function.
It is well-known that inconsistent decision systems usually appear in data mining and machine learning community. Unfortunately, the proposed method of feature selection cannot be directly used in inconsistent decision systems. This paper designs a rough communication 44 between an inconsistent decision system and a consistent decision systems to realize the problem of feature selection in an inconsistent decision system. Such a mapping from an inconsistent decision system to a consistent decision system transforms the problem of finding a reduct of inconsistent decision system to that of finding a reduct of the induced consistent decision system. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews some basic concepts on rough sets, as well as the method of feature selection based on dependency. In Section 3, the notion of conditional knowledge granularity is introduced in information systems. Its properties are wholly investigated. Section 4 concerns the issue on feature selection based on the proposed conditional knowledge granularity in consistent decision systems. An equivalent characterization of attribute reduction and an optimal algorithm for feature selection are established in decision information systems. Section 5 considers the problem of feature selection in inconsistent decision systems. A rough communication between an inconsistent decision system and a consistent decision system is designed to deal with this problem. Experiments and analysis are shown in Section 6 and conclusions follow in Section 7.
Preliminaries
We firstly recall some basic concepts on rough sets. An information system or an information table 49 is a four-tuple S = (U , A ,V , f ) satisfying (1) U is a non-empty finite set of objects; (2) A is a non-empty finite set of attributes or features; (3) V = ∪ a∈A V a and V a is the value set of attribute a; and (4) f is a mapping from U × A to V such that, for any x ∈ U and for any a ∈ A, f (x , a) ∈ V a ⊆ V .
For any subset B of attribute set A, an indiscernibility relation R B on U is defined as For a subset X ⊆ U, the lower approximation and the upper approximation of X with respect to knowledge B are, respectively, defined by
R B (X), denoted also by Pos B (X), is called the positive region of X with respect to B, whereas U \ R B (X) is the negative region, where X \ Y denotes the set minus of X by Y . If R B (X) = R B (X), X is referred to be a rough set in S = (U , A ,V , f ) and it can be represented generally by the pair
is referred to as rough boundary set of X with respect to B. The objects in R B (X) can be totally perceived and precisely classified by B, but the objects in BN B (X) cannot.
Definition 1.
Let S = (U , A ,V , f ) be an information system. An attribute a ∈ A is said to be dispensable in A if Pos A\{a} (X) = Pos A (X) for all X ⊆ U, whereas a ∈ A is called not dispensable or independent in A if Pos A\{a} (X) = Pos A (X) for some X ⊆ U.
In data mining, one of main purposes is to remove all dispensable attributes and to generate a reduct of information system, which preserves the same classification performance for objects as the original one. In mathematics the definition of reduct can be presented as follows.
It is verified that in classical rough set theory the equivalent statement that R B = R A if and only if Pos B (X) = Pos A (X) for all X ⊆ U is true. With this consequence a simplified characterization for reduct can be reached. An information system S = (U , A ,V , f ) is referred to be a decision information system, or a decision system (decision table), when A is divided into two nonempty subsets C and D, called the conditional attribute set and the decision attribute set, respectively.
In a decision system
is the positive region of D with respect to C and |X| denotes the cardinality of set X. S is called a consistent decision system if γ(D|C) = 1, e.g., D depends totally on C, whereas S is an inconsistent decision system if γ(D|C) < 1, e.g., D depends partially on C. The measure of dependency can be used to evaluate significance of attributes in decision systems. Based on this measure, redundant attributes can be removed and a reduct of attribute set can be reached.
system. An attribute a ∈ C is called relative dispensable with respect to D if γ(D|C \ {a}) = γ(D|C). B ⊆ C is called a relative reduct of C with respect to D in S if it is the greatest subset of C that every element in B is not dispensable.
For short, a relative reduct of a decision system is called a reduct if there is no confusion arisen. With Definition 3 an equivalent characterization for reduct of a decision system can be obtained. Proposition 3 provides ones a theoretical warrant to find reducts of C in S. In large scale systems, however, it is difficult or even impossible to find all reducts of C, though to find all reducts is unnecessary in theoretical investigation as well as in application community. To find an optimal reduct of attribute set is more practical. To proceed with such a technique, an evaluation function is very essential in establishing such an optimal algorithm for attribute reduction or feature selection.
Definition 4. (Evaluation function based on dependency) Let
The evaluation function based on dependency is defined as, for any attribute a ∈ C \ B,
It is a fact that the evaluation function based on dependency is a classical measure in assessing the significance degree of attributes in decision systems, where the value of evaluation function at attribute a is designated as the significance measure of a in S. It is evident that if γ(D|B ∪ {a}) = γ(D|B), the significance degree Sig γ (a , B , D) of a is 0 and a is therefore dispensable in B. In addition, the larger the significance degree of a feature, the more significant the feature is. The subset of selected features is expected to be a family of attributes in which each element has the largest significance degree in S. However, a reduct can not always be obtained by this method in decision systems. Table 1 , where 18 } is the universe of discourse, This example indicates that the evaluation function based on dependency is not an effective measure for assessing significance of attributes. In the following an approach to feature selection is proposed by introducing an efficient evaluation function.
Example 1. Consider a decision information system
S = (U ,C ∪ D ,V , f ) shown inU = {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x
Knowledge granularity and attribute reduction in information systems
The notion of knowledge granularity, derived from information granularity, can be used to describe classification performance for the universe of discourse by a given knowledge. In this section, we present some basic results about knowledge granularity in information systems and propose a revised version of knowledge granularity so as to meet more applications.
Definition 5. 21 Let S = (U , A ,V , f ) be an information system, the knowledge granularity, GK, is a mapping from the powerset of A to [0 , 1] satisfying
is an expression of knowledge granularity of P. The knowledge granularity GK(P) of P can be revised as follows.
where
In order to characterize relationship between two attribute sets, two new concepts, namely joint knowledge granularity and conditional knowledge granularity, are put forward as follows.
Definition 6. Let S = (U , A ,V , f ) be an information system. For P , Q ⊆ A, the joint knowledge granularity of P together with Q is defined by
and the conditional knowledge granularity of P under Q is defined as
GK(P|Q) can be considered as an alternative version of inclusion degree of U/Q being included in U/P. The joint knowledge granularity and conditional knowledge granularity have many properties, parts of which are listed as follows.
Proof (1) − (3) and (5) are obvious from Definition 6. It is sufficient to verify (4) .
It is clear that 1 |U| GK(P) 1 as shown in Property 1-3 in the reference 21 .
In view of the fact GK(P : Q) = GK(P ∪ Q), GK(P : Q) has the same range as GK(P).
By the fact that 1 |U| GK(P) and
Hence, the following proposition holds.
where ω = {{x}|x ∈ U} and δ = {U}.
From Proposition 5, we conclude that the conditional knowledge granularity GK(P|Q) reflects the close relationship of P together with Q, and the larger the value of GK(P|Q), U/Q is included in U/P with a higher degree.
Based on the definition and properties of conditional knowledge granularity one has the following equivalent statements. Theorem 6. Let S = (U , A ,V , f ) be an information system and a ∈ A. The following statements are equivalent.
In view of the fact that
Consequently, R A = R A\{a} , and so a is dispensable in A.
Corollary 7. Let S = (U , A ,V , f ) be an information system and a ∈ B ⊆ A. The following statements are equivalent.
(1) a is independent in B;
Theorem 8. Let S = (U , A ,V , f ) be an information system and B ⊆ A. Then B is a reduct of A in S if and only if (1) GK(A) = GK(B); and
Proof It is straightforward from Theorem 6 and Corollary 7.
The following example shows a straightforward application of Theorem 8. Table 2 , where U = {1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 6 , 7} is the set of objects and A = {a , b , c , d , e} is the attribute set in which a, b, c,  d , and e represent temperature, humidity, wind, fertilization, and pesticide, respectively. Let B = {a , b , c , e}, by calculation one has
Example 2. Given an information system
That is, for any x ∈ B, one has GK({x}|B\{x}) =
GK(B)
GK(B\{x}) < 1. Therefore, B = {a , b , c , e} is a reduct of A. The result coincides with practical desire.
Feature selection in consistent decision systems
Definition 7. Let S = (U ,C ∪ D ,V , f ) be a consistent decision system and B ⊆ C. The conditional knowledge granularity of decision attribute set D under the conditional attribute subset B is defined by
One can see that the quantity
Therefore, the conditional knowledge granularity GK(D|B) can be regarded as a generalization of inclusion degree of U/B being included in U/D. In combination with Proposition 4 the following property is straightforward. 
Proof Since S is a consistent decision system, it is trivial that γ(D|C) = 1 and that GK(D|C) = 1.
In view of the fact that GK(D|B) = GK(D|C) and that GK(D|C) = 1, one has GK(D|B) = 
Corollary 11. Let S = (U ,C ∪ D ,V , f ) be a consistent decision system. Then a ∈ C is dispensable with respect to D in S if and only if GK(D|C \ {a}) = GK(D|C), whereas a is independent if and only if GK(D|C \ {a}) < GK(D|C).
Corollary 11 guarantees that when a dispensable attribute is deleted, the conditional knowledge granularity of decision attribute set under the set of rest conditional attributes keeps invariant. The following theorem characterizes attribute reduction of a consistent decision system, whose proof is straightforward. 
Sig GK (a , B , D) = GK(D|B ∪ {a}) − GK(D|B)
It is noted that a larger quantity of Sig GK (a , B , D) indicates a stronger association between B ∪ {a} and D. Therefore, the evaluation function based on conditional knowledge granularity can characterize significance of every conditional attribute with respect to decision attribute set in consistent decision systems. Succedent examples show that this function can serve as a rational measure to find a reduct by an optimal algorithm for feature selection. Such an algorithm aims to find an attribute with the greatest amount of significance, or alternatively, to make the equivalence class of each sample be included in its corresponding decision class as much as possible. The forward greedy search algorithm can serve as evaluating feasibility and efficiency of the proposed measure for feature selection in consistent decision systems. In the first iteration, we start the set of selected features red with empty set and specify GK(D|red) = 0. Then adding an attribute a with the greatest value of significance Sig GK (a , red , D) into red. The rest features in each iteration are all evaluated and the one with the greatest significance is chosen and added into red. The algorithm does not stop until adding any of the rest features to selected feature set will not bring any increment.
Algorithm 13 Forward greedy search algorithm of feature selection based on conditional knowledge granularity in consistent decision systems (FGS-CKG-CDS):
There exist two main operations of consuming time in this algorithm. One is to compute the value of Sig GK (a , red , D) and the other is to judge whether the value of Sig GK (a , red , D) is the greatest one or not. The first procedure is carried out in a time complexity O(|U| 2 ), while the time complexity in the second step is O(|C| 2 ). Therefore, the FGS-CKG-CDS approach to feature selection works in a straightforward way with overall time complexity O(|U| 2 |C| 2 ). In the worst case, the whole computational complexity of this algorithm is
The FGS-CKG-CDS algorithm has the same time complexity as the one based on dependence and as the one based on mutual information. In the following we present an example to show the procedure of feature selection by employing the FGS-CKG-CDS.
Example 3. Given a consistent decision system shown in Table 3 , where C = {a, b, c, d, e} is the conditional attribute set and D is the decision attribute.
At first, let red = / 0, the corresponding knowledge granularity is computed as follows.
GK({a})
In a similar way, one has
It is obvious that GK(D|{e}) = max x∈C GK(D|{x}), so e is firstly added to red, i.e., red = red ∪ {e} = {e}.
Repeating the same steps we will obtain red = {e , c , b , d}.
Since GK(D|red) = GK(D|C) and GK(D|red \ {x}) < GK(D|C) for any x ∈ red, the set red = {e , c , b , d} is therefore a reduct of C with respect to D.
According to the evaluation function based on dependency for feature selection of Table 3 , one obtains a reduct {e , b , d , c} of C, the same result as aforementioned, but with different orders. Moreover, with an application of evaluation function based on mutual information to feature selection, one obtains a reduct {e , b , a , c , d}, which is larger than that obtained by the proposed measure.
Feature selection in inconsistent decision systems
Rough communication is initialized as a bridge between information systems in granular computing 44 . The purpose of this section is to find a reduct 
then F is called a rough communication between S and S . Meanwhile, S is called the induced decision system from S.
According to the definition of rough communication, it is verified that, for any inconsistent decision system, its induced decision system is undoubtedly a consistent decision system.
Given an inconsistent decision system, it is easy to construct such a mapping (rough communication) in Definition 9. For example, given a set B ⊆ C, let F(X) be the positive region of X with respect to B, POS B (X), then an inconsistent decision system S can be converted to another decision system S by means of this rough communication.
In the following such a rough communication is employed to deal with the problem of feature selection in inconsistent decision system. It is observed that D M+1 is composed of the objects that do not fall into the positive region of D and that the values of decision attributes of objects in each D j , j = 1 , 2 , . . . , M, are the same as the ones in some unique D i , i = 1 , 2 , . . . , N, whereas the value of decision attributes of objects in D M+1 is assigned to another that is different from those corresponding to D j , j = 1 , 2 , . . . , M. As a whole, the mapping of rough communication does not change the decision system S except the value of decision attributes of objects in the boundary region BN C (D) in S.
For example, let S be a decision system as shown in Table 4 , one can obtain that
S is therefore an inconsistent decision system. According to the rough communication offered above, S can be converted to a new decision system S in which the value of decision attribute D of objects in BN C (D) is changed to another value, 3, for example. That is, {u 2 , u 7 , u 8 } is labelled as a new decision class D 3 . A new decision system S is constructed and is shown in Table 5 . It is evident that S is a 1 , 2 , . . . , N) with respect to B ⊆ C is nonempty.
If one can verify the statement that a subset of condition attribute set is a reduct of an inconsistent decision system if and only if it is a reduct of the induced consistent decision system, then one can obtain a reduct of an inconsistent decision system by rough communication. In the sequel, we will investigate this issue. The following proposition is obvious. A ,V , f ) be an information system, then for any B ⊆ A,
Proposition 14. Let S = (U ,
We firstly study the relationship between an inconsistent decision system and its induced consistent decision system. Proof ⇒:
Theorem 15. Assume that S
, for all i = 1, 2, . . . , N, due to the fact that S is a consistent decision system. Furthermore,
In term of Theorems 15 and the results in Section 4 the following corollaries hold. 
Corollary 16. Assume that S
= (U ,C ∪ D ,V C ∪ V D , f ) is an inconsistent decision system, S = (U ,C ∪ D ,V C ∪ V D , f ) is
Corollary 17. Assume that S
its induced decision system, and B ⊆ C. Then a ∈ B is dispensable with respect to D in S if and only if GK(V D |B \ {a}) = GK(V D |B); whereas a ∈ B is independent if and only if GK(V D |B \ {a}) < GK(V D |B), where GK(V D |B) denotes the conditional knowledge granularity of D under B in S .
The consequences presented above ensure that a subset of conditional attribute set is a reduct of an inconsistent decision system if and only if it is a reduct of the induced consistent decision system. This conclusion can be summarized as follows.
Theorem 18. Assume that S
its induced decision system, and B ⊆ C, then B is a reduct of C with respect to D (related to V D ) in S if and only if B is a reduct of C with respect to D (related to V D ) in S .
In virtue of these conclusions, the problem of finding a reduct in an inconsistent decision system is equivalent to that in its induced consistent decision system.
the induced decision system of S, and B ⊆ C. Then B is a reduct of C with respect to D in S if and only if
Similar to Definition 8, an evaluation function based on conditional knowledge granularity in an inconsistent decision system
Following Theorem 19, an optimal algorithm to find a reduct of an inconsistent decision system, called FGS-CKG-IDS, can be designed analogously to Algorithm 13.
In comparison to FGS-CKG-CDS for feature selection in consistent decision system, the FGS-CKG-IDS algorithm is of only one additional step to judge which the system is consistent or not. In practical applications, it is not necessary to highlight inconsistent decision systems. If a decision system is inconsistent, it is sufficient to reclassify the decision classes and to construct its induced consistent decision system by means of rough communication.
In the end of this section, an example is presented showing validity of the proposed method of feature selection in inconsistent decision system. Table 6 , where V D = {Play , Maybe , Don t play}. It is clear that S is a consistent decision system.
The FGS-CKG-IDS algorithm is employed to perform feature selection for the above decision system. At first, let red = / 0 and GK(V D |red) = 0, then the conditional knowledge granularity can be computed as follows.
for any x ∈ red, the set red = {c , a} is therefore a reduct of C.
Experiments and analysis
In order to verify effects of the proposed approach to feature selection, comparative experiments have been implemented to show the results with those based on dependency and based on mutual information.
Six standard data sets from UCI machine learning data repository, University of California at Irvine 27 are employed in our experiments. The number of samples in these data sets varies from 198 to 20000. Some of data sets are mixed with continuous attribute values and discrete ones. They are therefore preprocessed by discretizing the ranges of attributes and segmenting these ranges into several equal-width intervals. It is checked that three of them are consistent decision systems and the rest are inconsistent, shown in Table 7 .
As a widely used technique to test and evaluate classification accuracies for data sets, the 10-fold cross validation 10 is used to divide the samples into 10 subsets at random and nine of them are used as training set and the rest one as the test set. After 10 rounds, the average value and variation are considered as the final classification accuracy. In our experiments, the popular CART algorithm, linear support vector machine algorithm (SVM) and C4.5 algorithm are used to test classification accuracies of raw data sets and of selected subsets. Table 8 , Table 9 and Table 10 show comparative results of classification accuracies of feature selection through the optimal algorithm with three different evaluation functions by using CART, SVM and C4.5, respectively. The columns with "γ", "I" and "GK" denote, separatively, the classification accuracies of feature selection based on dependency, on mutual information, and on the conditional knowledge granularity. " √ " marks the results with the largest classification accuracy among those.
It is observed from the tables that the average classification accuracy of objects with respect to the selected attributes based on the conditional knowledge granularity is larger than that based on dependency and based on mutual information whenever the test algorithm is taken to be CART, SVM or C4.5. In detail, they are 0.8612 (based on dependency), 0.8593 (based on mutual information), 0.8726 (based on conditional knowledge granularity) with CART, 0.8554, 0.8572, 0.8579 with SVM, and 0.7557, 0.7555, 0.7686 with C4.5.
Furthermore, the number of selected subsets with the highest classification accuracy by the conditional knowledge granularity is larger than that by dependency and by mutual information with the test methods, CART and C4.5. They are 0 (based on dependency), 1 (based on mutual information) and 5 (based on conditional knowledge granularity) with the use of CART, and 3, 2 and 6 with the C4.5 algorithm, whereas the number of selected subsets with the highest classification accuracy by the proposed techniques is similar to that based on mutual information, but slightly weaker than that based on dependency with SVM.
In addition, the experimental results show that all 
Conclusions
This paper generalizes the notion of knowledge granularity to conditional knowledge granularity so as to solve the problem of feature selection in decision systems. An evaluation function based on the proposed knowledge granularity is designed to measure significance of attributes. This function reflects the measure of a nonlinear combination of inclusion degrees of equivalence class of each sample being included in its decision class.
A rough communication between an inconsistent decision system and a consistent decision system has been established and the problem of feature selection in an inconsistent decision system is converted to that in its induced consistent system. Equivalent characterizations of attribute reduction have been established based on the proposed evaluation function. Optimal algorithms for feature selection have been realized in both decision systems.
Numerical experiments and comparative inves- tigation on feature selection based on the proposed evaluation function with that based on classical measures have been carried out in this paper. It is verified there the proposed approach leads to more data sets with higher average classification accuracy of feature selection. In addition, with the new technique, it is not necessary to distinguish whether a decision system is consistent or not in advance.
